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Abstract. Relative Difference Sets with the parameters k = n"A have been constructed many ways (see (Davis,
forthcoming; Elliot and Butson 1966; and Jungniclcel 1982)). This paper proves a result on building new RDS
by taking products of others (much like (Dillon 1985)), and this is applied to several new examples (primarily
involving (p 1, pi, p 1, p i-f)).
Key words. relative difference sets, NfOUps

1. Introduction
A Relative Difference Set (RDS) in a group G relative to a subgroup N is a subset D so
that every element of G - N is represented A times as differences d - d', d, d', E D,
and no element of N has such a representation. This is called a (m, n, k, A) RDS, where
n = INI, mn == IGI, and k =· IDI. These have been constructed for many possible parameters. This paper will focus on the case where n = k>.; mostly, we will be using the parameters(/, pj, p;, pi- j). These were first studied by Elliot and Butson (1966). More recently,
Jungnickel (1982) bas constructed RDS with these parameters for all possibilities of i and
j . The (abelian) groups he used were primarily elementary abelian for p odd and z~ x z~
for p = 2 (he also has some nonabelian examples). In (Davis, forthcoming), the author
used techniques from difference sets (see (Dillon 1985)) to find many more groups that
have a RDS; these examples were mainly when i is even. This paper considers a technique
(similar to one found in (Dillon 1985)) to combine these two constructions to get RDS
in many groups when i is odd. One other construction different from these parameters
will be presented.
It is helpful to consider the group ring ZG when working with RDS. If we write the
subset A of G as A == EaEA'l• and A<-1> = E0 EAa-1, then the definition of RDS implies
- 1> = k + >.(G - N) . This is the equation that we will use in
that Dis a RDS iff vv<
the next section to check our construction.

2. Main Result
Suppose G has a (m , n, k, A) RDS D 1 relative to a normal subgroup N with k = n>.. Also
suppose that His a group of size m' so that H' = N x H has a (m', n, k', >.') RDS D2
relative to N with k' = n>. '. We claim that the product D 1D 2 is an RDS in G x H.
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THEOREM
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2.l. G' = G x H has a (mm', n, kk', 'A'A'n) RDS.

Proof We first need to show that D

= D1D 2 has no repeated elements. Suppose that d 1d2 "'

d;d2 for d 1, d; E D 1 and d1, d2 E Dz. Then d;'d; = did;- 1 ; d;1d; E G and d1d;- 1 EH'
implies that both are in G n H' = N . Since these are relative difference sets in their respective groups, this implies that d~ 1 d; = did; - 1 = 1. Thus, there are no repeated elements.
We also need to show that D = D,D2 satisfies the group ring equation.
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The referee asked if this construction can be extended to the more general case of divisible difference sets; the answer is no. A divisible difference set has the property that every
element of the subset N is represented X. 1 :;ii! 0 times. If we try the above construction in
this setting, the proof that there are no repeated elements will fail (there will be repeated
elements in the product D 1D2), so it will not fit the definition of a divisible difference set.
The theorem does show that we can build RDS from smaller RDS if they share the same
forbidden subgroup, which we will use as follows.

3. Applications

l. In (Davis, forthcoming), (p2n, p , p2n, p2n- I) RDS are constructed in two ways. First,
these are constructed in any group (including nonabelian) which contain a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order p"+1. Second, every abelian group of exponent less than
or equal to p"+I is shown to have an RDS with these parameters. If p is odd, we can
use the (p, p, p, 1) RDS found in (Jungnickel 1982) (in the group~ x ~) and Theorem
2.1 to construct (p2n+I, p, p2n+I , p2n) RDS in G x ~- In the first case, we get·both
abelian and nonabelian examples in groups with a large normal elementary abelian subgroup. The second case implies that every abelian group that meets the exponent bound
that has a ~ split off will have an RDS.
2. Again in (Davis, forthcoming), we construct (pu., p", p2n, p") RDS in any group containing a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order pin. For p odd, combine that
with the (p", p", pn, l) RDS fou.nd in (Jungnickel 1982) (H' = Z°i:'); Theorem 2.1
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implies that G ' = G x
has a (p3•, p", p 3", pz,,) RDS. This also gives both abelian
and nonabelian examples. Generalizing this application, we can put a {p2nu1, p",
p(2m-J~ RDS together with a (p", p", p", 1) RDS to get a {p(2m+J)n, p", p(2m+J)ll • pZmn)
RDS. This gives examples for any odd power of the prime p.
3. Theorem 2.1 also applies to the p = 2 case, but not in exactly the same way. Application (1) is handled in (Davis, forthcoming) , so we won't repeat it here. For application
(2), take the (2", 2", 2", 1) RDS in the group G =~ relative to N = 2'.'~ee (Jungnickel 1982)). The construction in (Davis, forthcoming) gives a (22nu1, 2", 2 , 2C2m-J)ll)
RDS in any group with a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 22m11. Thus,
if we take the group H ' = N x H, where H is a group of order 22m11 with a normal
elementary abelian subgroup of order 2(2m-t)n, then Theorem 2.l applies. This produces
a (2(2m+J)n, 2", 2f2m+l)ll, 2Zn111) RDS in G x H . This gives both abelian and nonabelian
examples form any odd power of 2.
4. In (Jungnickel 1982), the author constructs a (4u2, 2, 4u 2, 2u 2) RDS for u = 2'3',
s ~ r - l. These RDS are in groups H ' = Zz x H, where H is the direct product
of r groups of order 36 (either~ or
ands - r + l groups of order 4 (either Zi
or Z4 ). The paper by Turyn (1984) extends this by giving examples of Menon difference
sets for any u of the form 2' 3' (even for s < r - 1). We can use Theorem 2.1 to combine this with any group G of order 2t+ 1 that has a (2t, 2, 2', 21- 1) RDS (see (Davis,
forthcoming)) to yield a (4u2 (21), 2, 4u2 (21) , 4u 2(21-1)) RDS. This includes many new
abelian and nonabelian RDS with the parameters (4u 2, 2, 4u2, 2u2) for u = 2t12+•3r when
t is even, as well as (8u 2, 2, su2, 4u2) for u = 2r-t12+s3' when t is odd.

r.
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It is worth making a few conunents here. First, application (l) and (2) include the only
nonelementary abelian examples known to the author other than a few nonabelian examples
found in (Jungnickel 1982) for m an odd power of an odd prime. Second, the p = 2 case
had to reverse the role of G and H' from the odd prime cases because the forbidden subgroup
N is not split in the (2" , 2", 2", l) RDS. Finally, this will also work for some semidirect
products of G and H, but care must be taken to insure that H ' is a subgroup.
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